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We consider two problems involving Gabor frames that have recently received
much attention. The first problem concerns the approximation of dual Gabor
frames in L2(R) by finite-dimensional methods. Utilizing the duality relations for
Gabor frames we derive a method to approximate the dual Gabor frame, that is
much simpler than previously proposed techniques. Furthermore it enables us to
give estimates for the approximation rate when the dimension of the finite model
approaches infinity. The second problem concerns the relation between the decay of
the window function g and its canonical dual window γ = S−1g as well as its
canonical tight window ψ = S−1/2g. Based on results on commutative Banach
algebras and Laurent operators we derive a general condition under which γ and
h inherit the decay properties of g. These derivations are of relevance in the context
of wireless communications. More precisely, our results provide a theoretical
foundation for a recently proposed method for the design of time-frequency well-
localized pulse shapes for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Motivation and Announcement of Results
Gabor systems play an important role in signal processing and digital communication.
In filter bank theory they are known under the name oversampled modulated filter
banks [9], in wireline communications they correspond to the concept of discrete multitone
transmultiplexing, and in wireless communications they are (implicitly) used in orthogonal
frequency division multiple access systems [3, 32, 47].
1 This work was supported by NSF Grant 9973373.
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A Gabor system consists of functions of the form
gna,mb(t)= e2πimbg(t − na), n,m ∈ Z, a, b ∈R, (1)
where g ∈L2(R) is—depending on the context—called window, atom, or pulse shape. The
parameters a and b represent the time shift and frequency shift, respectively.
We say that (g, a, b) generates a Gabor frame for L2(R) for given shift parameters a, b
if there exist constants (frame bounds) A,B > 0 such that
A‖f ‖2 ≤
∑
n,m∈Z
|〈f,gna,mb〉|2 ≤ B‖f ‖2, (2)
for any f ∈L2(R).
The Gabor frame operator is defined by
Sf =
∑
n,m∈Z
〈f,gna,mb〉gna,mb, f ∈L2(R). (3)
A crucial role is played by the canonical dual window
γ = S−1g, (4)
since any f in L2(R) can be represented as
f =
∑
n,m∈Z
〈f,γna,mb〉gna,mb =
∑
n,m∈Z
〈f,gna,mb〉γna,mb, (5)
where the dual frame {γna,mb} is given by
γna,mb = e2πimbγ (t − na), n,m ∈ Z; a, b ∈R.
In general there are many functions generating dual frames that satisfy relation (5). The
canonical dual window γ has several nice properties. One of them is that it has minimal
L2-norm among all dual functions [28].
In applications formula (4) is not directly applicable for the computation of γ , since
it involves the inversion of an infinite-dimensional operator. In practice one therefore
often resorts to implementing (4) for sampled periodic signals, viz. for signals in CN ,
tacitly assuming that for N large enough this finite model will approximately represent the
infinite-dimensional setting L2(R) or 2(Z) for which Gabor theory is usually developed.
The connection between Gabor frames on 2(Z) and the associated periodized Gabor
frames on CN has been clarified in [31, 42]. In [31] Janssen showed that if (g, a, b)
with a,1/b ∈ Z is a Gabor frame for 2(Z) then (gper, a, b) is a Gabor frame for CN ,
where gper(k) is the periodized function gper :=∑∞j=−∞ g(k− jN). Furthermore the dual
of gper can be obtained by periodizing the dual of g. However, it does not follow from the
results in [31] that the dual of the periodized window converges to the dual of g when
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we increase the periodization interval N . In fact, in Janssen’s approach N is fixed by
N := lcm(a, b−1). Using a slightly different periodic model it is shown in [42] that the
dual of the periodized window indeed converges to the dual of g with increasing length of
the period (and thus increasing dimension of the finite-dimensional model).
For gna,mb ∈ L2(R) the finite-dimensional approximation of γ and of S−1 poses more
problems. Janssen has shown in [31] that the dual of the sampled function gD = {g(k)}k∈Z
coincides with the sampled dual window γD = {γ (k)}k∈Z; i.e., (SDgD)−1 = (S−1g)D .
Here D denotes the respective sampling operation. This result is very appealing, but it
does not imply that the finite-dimensional approximation (SDgD)−1 converges to γ with
increasing sampling density.
The existing literature provides essentially two methods to approximate γ by finite-
dimensional methods [6, 26, 39]. Both methods consider a finite subset {gna,mb}|n|,|m|≤N of
the frame {gna,mb}n,m∈Z in order to derive an approximation to γ . However, both methods
have serious drawbacks. They may lead either to considerable instability problems or
require the estimation of auxiliary parameters that are difficult to obtain; see Section 2.1
for more details. Furthermore none of these methods are numerically efficient.
In Section 2 we propose an approach for the finite-dimensional approximation of γ
that exploits the so-called duality conditions of Gabor frames. Our approach leads to a
simple and stable approximation scheme. Furthermore we show how to derive explicit
estimates for the rate with which the approximate dual converges to the actual dual γ .
These estimates depend solely on the frame bounds and the decay properties of the window
function g. For instance for windows with exponential decay in time and frequency our
results predict an exponential rate of convergence.
Understanding the time–frequency localization properties of the window g and its dual
γ is one of the core problems in Gabor analysis. The most famous result in this context
is certainly the celebrated Balian–Low theorem [12], which precludes good joint time–
frequency localization windows g for exact Gabor frames. It is folklore that in case of
nonexact frames it is easy to find a g with excellent localization properties that generates
a frame. It is clear that for a truly local time–frequency representation not only g but also
its dual γ has to be well concentrated in the time–frequency plane. These considerations
lead naturally to the problem of finding conditions under which γ inherits the localization
properties from g. This problem is not only interesting from a mathematical view point
(cf., e.g., [5, 17, 28–30, 41, 44] for recent results), but also of importance in digital
communications—see, e.g., [3, 25, 32] as well as Section 4—and in quantum physics;
see [1, Chap. 16.1].
In Section 3 we will use Gelfand’s theory of commutative Banach algebras to derive
rather general condition’s of the decay properties of g such that the dual γ and the
canonical tight window ψ = S−1/2g inherit these decay properties. Our result can be
seen as an extension of results derived by Janssen [28, 29] and by Feichtinger and
Gröchenig [17].
In Section 4 we will demonstrate that the theoretical framework developed in Section 3
is useful in wireless communications. We show how the results of Section 3 provide a
theoretical foundation for a recently proposed algorithm for the construction of time–
frequency, well-localized pulse shapes for orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) systems.
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1.2. Preliminaries and Notation
In this section we introduce a few basic concepts and notations used throughout the
paper.
For a given Gabor frame {gna,mb} we define the analysis operator T by
T : f ∈L2(R)→ Tf = {〈f,gna,mb〉}n,m∈Z, (6)
and the synthesis operator, which happens to be the adjoint of T , is
T ∗: c ∈ 2(Z× Z)→ T ∗c=
∑
n,m∈Z
cnmgna,mb. (7)
Of course the frame operator can be expressed as S = T ∗T . Furthermore S satisfies
IA≤ S ≤ IB,
where I is the identity operator on L2(R). The ratio B/A = ‖S‖‖S−1‖ is the condition
number of the frame operator.
A frame {gna,mb} is called tight if A = B . The frame (ψ,a, b) constructed via ψ =
S−1/2g is called the canonical tight frame. In this paper we concentrate on canonical dual
and tight windows. Henceforth we will simply talk about the dual window and the tight
window. For more details about the properties of Gabor frames the reader is referred to [11]
and [18] and the references therein.
The Fourier transform of a function f is given by
fˆ (ω)=
∫ +∞
−∞
f (t)e−2πitω dt.
The short time Fourier transform (STFT) of f with respect to the (sufficiently nice)
window g is
(Vgf )(t,ω)=
∫ +∞
−∞
f (x)g(x − t)e−2πixω dt. (8)
A locally integrable function w is called weight function, if w is positive and
submultiplicative; i.e., if w(t) > 0 and w(t1 + t2)≤w(t1)w(t2).
The space L1,w(R) consists of all functions f with
∫ +∞
−∞ |f (t)|w(t) dt < ∞, where
w is a weight function. Similarly 1,w(Z) consists of all sequences x = {xk}k∈Z with∑∞
k=∞ |xk|w(k) <∞. The Schwartz space is denoted by S .
It is convenient to define following spaces:
C[α,β] =
{
f ∈L2(R) :∃α,β such that |f (t)| = 0, ∀|t| /∈ [α,β]
}
.
Eλ =
{
f ∈L2(R) :∃λ > 0, c > 0 such that |f (t)| ≤ ce−λ|t |, ∀t
}
.
Qs =
{
f ∈L2(R) :∃s > 1, c > 0 such that |f (t)| ≤ c(1+ |t|)−s , ∀t
}
.
Furthermore δk,k′ denotes the Kronecker delta with its usual meaning; i.e., δk,k′ = 0 for
k = k′ and 0 else. Finally, the Moore–Penrose inverse [15] of a bounded operator T is
denoted by T +.
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2. GABOR FRAMES, FINITE SECTIONS, AND THE DUALITY CONDITION
The theoretical concepts for Gabor analysis are usually developed for infinite-dimension-
al function spaces, notably for L2(R) or 2(Z), whereas all numerical implementations
have to be done within a finite-dimensional framework. The connection between Gabor
systems on 2(Z) and several finite-dimensional models has been clarified in [41, 42]. In
this section we extend these results to Gabor frames for L2(R). Different techniques than
those used for 2(Z) are required for L2(R).
Our approach relies on a remarkable property of Gabor frames, whose discovery is
usually associated with a paper by Wexler and Raz [45]. Their result was later made
precise and extended by Janssen [28], Ron and Shen [38], and Daubechies et al. [14]. It
is interesting to note that Rieffel discovered a very general form of these duality relations
already in 1988 in his work on projective modules over noncommutative tori [37]. 2
For given g, a, b we define the operator H by
Hf := {〈f,gk/b, l/a〉}k,l∈Z, f ∈L2(R),
where
gk/b, l/a(t)= g(t − k/b)e2πit l/a.
The adjoint H ∗ of H is
H ∗c=
∑
k,l
ck,lgk/b, l/a, c= {ck,l}k,l∈Z ∈ 2(Z)2.
We identify HH ∗ with its matrix representation with respect to the basis ek,l =
(δk,k′δl,l′)k′,l′ for k, l ∈ Z. Hence
(HH ∗)k,l,k′,l′ = 〈gk′/b, l′/a, gk/b, l/a〉, k, l, k′, l′ ∈ Z.
Hence HH ∗ can be interpreted as biinfinite block matrix with blocks of biinfinite size, the
index (k, l) giving the position of the block and the index (k′, l′) giving the position of a
specific entry within a block.
The duality relations for Gabor frames imply that the dual window satisfies [14, 28]
γ =H ∗(HH ∗)−1σ = ab
∑
k,l∈Z
[(HH ∗)−1]k,l,0,0gk/b, l/a, (9)
where σ = {(ab)δk,0δl,0}k,l∈Z. Here the invertibility of HH ∗ follows from the following
theorem (see [38], equivalent formulations are given in [14, 28]).
THEOREM 2.1. (a) (g,1/b,1/a) is a Riesz basis for its closed linear span if and only
if (g, a, b) is a frame for L2(R).
(b) Assume ‖g‖ = 1. (g,1/b,1/a) is an orthonormal basis for its closed linear span if
and only if (g, a, b) is a tight frame for L2(R).
2 Therefore it may be appropriate to replace the frequently used expression Wexler–Raz duality condition by
Rieffel duality condition.
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Formula (9) and Theorem 2.1 are the main ingredients for our approach to approximate
the dual window γ using a finite-dimensional model.
For x ∈ 2(Z)2 and n ∈N define the orthogonal projections Pn by
(Pnx)k,l =
{
xk,l if max{|k|, |l|} ≤ n,
0 else.
We identify the image of Pn with the (2n+ 1)2-dimensional space C(2n+1)2 and write
Hnf := PnHf = {〈f,gk/b, l/a〉}|k|,|l|≤n.
The matrix
HnH
∗
n = PnHH ∗Pn = {〈gk′/b, l′/a, gk/b, l/a〉}|k|,|l|,|k′|,|l′|≤n
is a finite section of the infinite-dimensional matrix HH ∗.
We say that the finite section method is applicable to HH ∗, if, beginning with some
n ∈N, for each y ∈ range(H) the equation
H ∗n [HnH ∗n ]−1x(n) = Pny
has a unique solution x(n) ∈ Im(Pn) and as n→∞ the vectors x(n) tend to the solution of
HH ∗x = y .
We set
γ (n) :=H ∗n [HnH ∗n ]−1Pnσ, for n= 0,1,2, . . . .
Note that the pseudo inverse of H and Hn, respectively, is given by
H+ =H ∗[HH ∗]−1, H+n =H ∗n [HnH ∗n ]−1.
There holds:
THEOREM 2.2. Let (g, a, b) generate a Gabor frame for L2(R) and let γ be the dual
window. Then
‖γ − γ (n)‖→ 0 for n→∞.
For the proof of Theorem 2.2 we need the following result, which is a modification of a
lemma of Kantorovich [36].
LEMMA 2.3. Let . . .H n ⊆H n+1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ H , n ∈ N be a sequence of Hilbert spaces.
Let K be an operator invertible on H and let {Kn}n∈N be a sequence of operators,
invertible on H n and converging strongly to K . If there exist constants 0 < C1, C2 <∞
with
C1In ≤Kn ≤ C2In for all n ∈N, (10)
where In is the identity operator on H n, then {K−1n }n∈N converges strongly to K−1 for
n→∞.
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Proof. Let Pn be the orthogonal projection from H onto H n. Given Kx = y and
Knx
(n) = Pny , we have to show that x(n) → x as n → ∞ for any y ∈ H . Since
‖x − x(n)‖ ≤ ‖x − Pnx‖ + ‖Pnx − x(n)‖ and since Pnx → x pointwise as n→∞, we
only have to consider the term ‖Pnx − x(n)‖. We compute
‖Pnx − x(n)‖ = ‖(PnK−1 −K−1n Pn)y‖ ≤ ‖K−1n ‖‖KnK−1y −Pny‖ (11)
≤ 1/C1
(‖(Kn −K)K−1y‖+ ‖y −Pny‖). (12)
Since Pny→ y pointwise andKn →K strongly for n→∞ it follows that limn→∞ ‖Pnx−
x(n)‖ = 0 and the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Theorem 2.1 implies that (g,1/b,1/a) is a Riesz basis for its
closed span with Riesz bounds A, B . Any finite subset of a Riesz basis is again a Riesz
basis for its closed span; cf. [46, Chap. 1]. Thus for {gk/b, l/a}|k|,|l|≤n, n ∈ N there exist
constants An, Bn such that the associated operator Hn satisfies
A≤An ≤ 1
ab
HnH
∗
n ≤ Bn ≤ B. (13)
Relation (13) can be derived as follows. Take x ∈ ImPn, then
〈HnH ∗n x, x〉 = 〈H ∗Pnx,H ∗Pnx〉 = 〈HH ∗x, x〉 ≤ ‖HH ∗‖ = abB, (14)
and similarly for the left-hand side of inequality (13). Now we apply Lemma 2.3 to
conclude that the finite section method is applicable to HH ∗.
Finally, note that Hn obviously converges to H pointwise for n→∞, thus ‖γ (n) −
γ ‖→ 0 for n→∞.
It is interesting to ask if we can give some estimate on the rate of approximation of the
finite section method in case the window g satisfies certain decay conditions in time and/or
frequency. In the following theorem we concentrate on windows with exponential decay in
time and frequency domain.
THEOREM 2.4. Let (g, a, b) be a Gabor frame for L2(R) and assume that there exist
constants C,D > 0 such that
|g(t)| ≤ Ce−λ|t | and |gˆ(ω)| ≤De−λ|ω|. (15)
Then there exists a λ′ < λ and a constant C′ depending on the frame bounds and on λ′, but
independent of n, such that
‖γ − γ (n)‖ ≤ C′e−λ′n.
Proof. First we show that (15) implies that the entries of HH ∗ satisfy
(HH ∗)k,l,k′,l′ ≤D2e−λ1(|k−k′|+|l−l′|) (16)
for some λ1 < λ and some constant D2.
It is clear that
|(HH ∗)k,l,k′,l′ | = |〈gk′/b, l′/a, gk/b, l/a〉| = |〈g,g(k−k′)/b, (l−l′)/a〉| (17)
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and the STFT of g with respect to g fulfills
(Vgg)(k/b, l/a)= 〈g,gk/b, l/a〉, k, l ∈ Z. (18)
Now
|(Vgg)(t,ω)| =
∣∣∣∣
∫ +∞
−∞
g(x)g(x − t)e−2πiωx
∣∣∣∣dx ≤
∫ +∞
−∞
|g(x)||g(x − t)|dx
≤ C2
∫ +∞
−∞
e−λ|x|e−λ|x−t | dx ≤ C2
∫ +∞
−∞
e−λ|x|e−λ1|x−t | dx (19)
for some λ1 < λ. Set ε = λ− λ1, then
C2
∫ +∞
−∞
e−λ|x|e−λ1|x−t | dx ≤ C2
∫ +∞
−∞
e−λ|x|e−λ1(|t |−|x|) dx
≤C2
∫ +∞
−∞
e−ε|x|e−λ1|t | dx = C2e−λ1|t |
∫ +∞
−∞
e−ε|x| dx
⇒|(Vgg)(t,ω)| ≤ C1e−λ1|t | (20)
for some constant C1 depending on λ1.
Similarly
|(Vgg)(t,ω)| = |(Vgˆ gˆ)(ω,−t)| ≤D1e−λ1|ω|. (21)
By combining (20) and (21) and taking the square root we get
|(Vgg)(t,ω)| ≤
√
C1D1e
−(λ1/2)(|t |+|ω|). (22)
This together with Eqs. (17) and (18) yields (16).
Now consider
‖γ − γ (n)‖ = ‖H+σ −H+n Pnσ‖
≤ ‖H+σ −H+HnH+n Pnσ‖+ ‖H+HnH+n Pnσ −H+HH+n Pnσ‖
≤ ‖H+(σ − Pnσ)‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
+‖H+‖‖(HnH ∗n −HH ∗n )(HnH ∗n )−1Pnσ‖
≤A−1‖(HnH ∗n −HH ∗n )(HnH ∗n )−1Pnσ‖.
Note that (HnH ∗n −HH ∗n ) is a matrix that has a finite number of columns and a biinfinite
number of rows, the rows of which with indices |k| ≤ n, |l| ≤ n are zero.
By (16) the entries of HnH ∗n and the nonzero rows of (HnH ∗n − HH ∗n ) decay
exponentially off the diagonal. Relation (13) implies
cond(HnH ∗n )≤ cond(HH ∗) for n= 0,1, . . . . (23)
Using (23) and Proposition 2 in [27] it follows that there exist a λ2 and a constant C2
depending on λ2 and on the condition number of HH ∗ such that
∣∣[(HnH ∗n )−1]k,l,0,0∣∣≤ C2e−λ2(|k|+|l|) (24)
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and the same is true for v(n) := (HnH ∗n −HH ∗n )[(HnH ∗n )−1]k,l,0,0. Now it is easy to see
that there exist λ′ and C′ such that
‖v(n)‖ =
∑
|k|,|l|>n
|v(n)kl |2 ≤C′e−λ
′n. (25)
Remark. The proof consists essentially of two main steps. In the first step we have
shown that the STFT of g (and thus in turn the matrix HnH ∗n ) inherits the decay behavior
of g. In the second step we have used the fact that the decay behavior of HnH ∗n is preserved
under inversion. Other examples in which the decay behavior is preserved under matrix
inversion (including polynomial decay) can be found in [27]. Results of the connection
between the decay of a function and its short time Fourier transform can be found, e.g.,
in [24]. With these results at hand it becomes conceivable that Theorem 2.4 can be extended
to other types of decay.
2.1. Comparison to Other Approaches for Approximating the Dual Window
To fully appreciate the simplicity and advantages of the proposed approach we compare
it to other approaches proposed for the computation of dual frames, in particular dual Gabor
frames.
2.1.1. Finite Section Method for Frames Using the Gram Matrix
The following method has been frequently proposed for the numerical computation of
dual frames; see, e.g., [2, 16, 43]. We describe it in the specific context of Gabor frames,
but the mathematical difficulties that arise are similar for general frames. In this and the
following section we assume that the frame is overcomplete; i.e., it is not a Riesz basis.
The definition of the operators T ,T ∗ in (6) and (7) imply that we can identify T T ∗
with its Gram matrix representation (with respect to the basis ek,l = (δk,k′δl,l′)); hence
(T T ∗)m,n,m′,n′ = 〈gn′a,m′b, gna,mb〉 for m,n,m′, n′ ∈ Z. The dual window γ can now be
written as
γ =
∑
m,n∈Z
cn,mgna,mb, with (T T ∗)+d = c, (26)
where d = {dn,m} = {〈g,gna,mb〉}.
Setting TnT ∗n = PnT T ∗Pn and d(n) = Pnd , we obtain the nth approximation c(n) to c
by solving
TnT
∗
n c
(n) = d(n) (27)
and the nth approximation to γ by computing
γ (n) =
N∑
m,n=−N
c(n)m,ngna,mb. (28)
The problem with this approach is that the generalized inverse of TnT ∗n is not bounded
for n→∞, although ‖(T T ∗)+‖ ≤A−1. In fact, ‖(TnT ∗n )+‖→∞ for n→∞. Hence c(n)
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does not converge to c; therefore γ (n) does not converge to γ . This is true even for tight
frames. Although in this case the infinite-dimensional problem is perfectly conditioned
(the frame operator is simply a multiple of the identity operator), the condition number
of the associated truncated Gram matrix goes to infinity for n→∞, in some cases even
exponentially fast; see [40]. Thus this approach turns a (very) well-posed problem into a
severely ill-posed one.
If we nevertheless want to use this method an obvious idea would be to compute instead
of (TnT ∗n )+ a regularized inverse via a truncated singular value decomposition by setting
the singular values of TnT ∗n below a certain threshold τn to zero. Let (TnT ∗n )τn,+ denote this
regularized inverse. It is shown in [26] in the context of irregular sampling that (TnT ∗n )τn,+
converges strongly to (T T ∗)+ if we allow the threshold parameter τn to vary for each n.
In order to use this approach for practical purposes we need good estimates for the
optimal threshold τn. Assuming a numerical precision of δ of the data and setting Bn =
‖TnT ∗n ‖, it is shown in [39] that τn can be estimated by
τ˜n ≤ Bn
(
δ
p
)1/(p+1)
.
Here—without going into details about regularization theory—p can be seen as “smooth-
ness parameter” [15]; the standard setting for p in regularization theory is p = 1 or p = 2.
Thus for large n we get
τ˜ ∈ [min{B(δ/2)1/3,Bδ1/2},max{B(δ/2)1/3,Bδ1/2}],
whereB is the upper frame bound. Good estimates for the upper frame bound are important
to apply this method in practice. For certain windows and certain oversampling rates there
exist explicit estimates for the frame bounds; see [11, 30]. In general, however, frame
bound estimation can be a computationally expensive task.
2.1.2. Approximation by Projections of Finite Subsets of a Frame
A different finite section method has been proposed in [6]. The method of Casazza and
Christensen applies for general frames, but again we discuss it in the specific context
of Gabor analysis. Let HN denote the space spanned by {gna,mb}Nm,n=−N and let SN :
HN →HN , SNf =∑Nm,n=−N 〈f,gna,mb〉gna,mb be the associated frame operator. In light
of the discussion in Section 2.1.1 it is not surprising that S−1N does not even converge
weakly to S−1 for n→∞ (cf., e.g., [6]). The authors propose the following modified
finite section method.
Let QN denote the orthogonal projection of L2(R) onto HN , given by
QNgna,mb =
N∑
m,n=−N
〈gna,mb, S−1N gn′a,m′b〉gn′a,m′b.
Now select a properly chosen N0 >N and consider the family {QNgna,mb}N0m,n=−N0 which
is a frame for HN with frame operator VN . It is shown in [6] that the index N0 can
be chosen such that V −1N QN converges strongly to S−1 for all M > N0, in particular
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V −1N QNg→ S−1g. Hence we can approximate the dual window using this finite section
method.
There are several obstacles when using this approach in practice. First we have to
determine the index N0. The recipe for the estimation of N0 given in [8] involves the lower
frame bound AN of the finite frame {gna,mb}Nm,n=−N . However, since A−1N = ‖(TNT ∗N)+‖,
where TNT ∗N is as defined in Section 2.1.1, we get AN → 0 for n → ∞. Thus these
estimates require N0 to be very large.
Assuming we have found a reasonable indexN0 we now have to compute the projections
QNgna,mb , which involves an inversion of SN , before we can invert VN in order to compute
an approximation to γ .
The cumbersome calculations and estimations above and in Section 2.1.1 can be avoided
when using the method proposed in Theorem 2.2. Moreover note that the condition number
of the matrix to be inverted in Theorem 2.2 is bounded by the condition number of
the infinite-dimensional frame operator S; see (13). Thus the stability of the infinite-
dimensional inversion problem is preserved in the finite-dimensional model.
3. LAURENT OPERATORS AND DECAY OF DUAL GABOR FRAMES
A natural question for Gabor frames—also in spite of Theorem 2.2—is the following.
Given a window g with certain decay properties in time and/or frequency, does its dual
γ have the same decay properties? This question is not only of interest from a theoretical
viewpoint, but has a number of practical implications; e.g., see Section 4.
We briefly summarize a few important results. We assume in the sequel that {gna,mb}
constitutes a Gabor frame for L2(R) or 2(Z).
(i) If g ∈ C[α,β], then γ ∈ C[α1,β1] only in very special cases [4]. In general γ is no longer
compactly supported, but has exponential decay (see [41] for a proof in 2(Z), the result
can be easily extended to L2(R)). Hence in this case g and γ do not belong to the same
type of space.
(ii) If g ∈ Eλ then γ ∈ Eλ1 , but in general with a different exponent γ1 < γ [5, 41]. Thus
g and γ have the same type of decay, but do not belong to the same space, so we lose some
quality of decay. 3
(iii) If g ∈ Qs , then γ ∈ Qs (see [41] for a proof for 2(Z), the result can be easily
generalized to L2(R) using the same approach as in [5]). In this case g and γ actually
belong to the same space Qs .
From an algebraic point of view case (iii) is the most appealing one. Can we find a
(simple) condition on the decay of g that implies that the dual γ belongs to the same space,
similar to case (iii)? In this section we will give an exhaustive answer to this question.
In [28] Janssen has shown that if (g, a, b) is a frame and g ∈ S(R) then γ ∈ S(R) and
ψ ∈ S(R). To prove this result he chose an approach based on Fourier analysis (a “down-
to-earth” approach in his words) and pointed out that one might obtain his results in a more
economical way by using Gelfand’s theory of normed rings. In fact, we will make heavily
use of Gelfand’s framework in order to show that the condition g ∈ S can be extended to
rather general decay conditions on g. Note however that in contrast to Janssen’s result, our
derivations “only” hold for rational oversampling.
3 Note that there do exist Gabor frames with Gaussian decay, that have noncanonical duals with Gaussian
decay; see Example 3.10 in [5].
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We need some preparation before we proceed.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let w(t) be a continuous weight function on R. The (weighted)
Wiener algebraAw is the Banach space of absolutely convergent Fourier series of period 1
(cf. [35]); i.e., f ∈Aw if
f (t)=
∞∑
k=−∞
ake
2πikt (29)
with
∞∑
k=−∞
|ak|w(k) <∞. (30)
The norm on Aw is ‖f ‖Aw =
∑∞
k=−∞ |ak|w(k).
It follows from [21, Chap. 19.4], that Aw is a Banach algebra under pointwise
multiplication. Aw can be identified with the space of all sequences a = {ak} which are
in 1,w.
Definition 3.1 can be extended to matrix-valued functions in a straightforward manner.
Put
6(e2πit )=


f11(e
2πit ) . . . f1m(e
2πit )
...
...
fm1(e
2πit ) . . . fmm(e
2πit )

 (31)
and set
ak =
∫ 1
0
6(e2πit )e−2πikt dt. (32)
Let the weight function w(t) act on Rm. Then 6 belongs to the matrix Wiener algebra
Amw if
∞∑
k=−∞
‖ak‖2w(k) <∞, (33)
where ‖ak‖2 denotes the 2-norm of the matrix ak .
6 is unitarily equivalent to the block Laurent operator L whose matrix representation
(with respect to the standard basis) is given by


. . .
a0 a−1 a−2
a1 a0 a−1
a2 a1 a0
. . .


.
Here a0 denotes the (0,0) entry which acts on the 0th coordinate space. 6 is also called
the defining function of the block Laurent operator L. By a slight abuse of notation we also
write L= [Ak,l]∞k,l=−∞, where Ak,l = ak−l .
We define Wmw as the space consisting of all block Laurent operators whose m × m
blocks ak satisfy (33). If m = 1 we simply write Ww and L reduces to a scalar-valued
Laurent operator.
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THEOREM 3.2. Let L ∈ Ww be self-adjoint and positive definite. Assume that the
weight function w satisfies
lim
n→∞
1
n
√
w(−n) = 1 and
n
√
w(n)= 1; (34)
then L−1 ∈Ww and L−1/2 ∈Ww .
Proof. Set L= [Ak,l]∞k,l=−∞ and L−1 = [Bk,l]∞k,l=−∞. Since L is positive definite we
have
f (ω)=
∞∑
k=−∞
ake
2πikω > 0 (35)
and by the properties of Laurent operators [22]
1
f (ω)
=
∞∑
k=−∞
Bk,0e
2πikω.
The property L ∈Ww is equivalent to f ∈Aw . By Theorem 2 in [21, p. 24] an element
of Aw has an inverse in Aw if it is not contained in a maximal ideal. Any maximal ideal
of Aw consists of elements of the form (cf. [21, Chap. 19.4])
∞∑
k=−∞
ckξ
k = 0,
where ξ = ρe2πiω with ρ1 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ2 and
ρ1 = lim
n→∞
1
n
√
w−n
and ρ2 = lim
n→∞
n
√
w−n.
Due to assumption (34) we get ρ1 = ρ2 = 1; hence ρ = 1. Thus a necessary and sufficient
condition for an element in Aw to be not contained in a maximal ideal is
∑
k cke
2πikω = 0
for all ω. By assumption L is positive definite; hence f (ω)=∑k cke2πikω > 0 for all ω,
consequently L−1 ∈Ww .
To show that L−1/2 ∈ Ww recall that L is self-adjoint and positive definite. This
implies that L1/2 ∈Ww; see [20]. Thus it follows from the first part of this proof that
L−1/2 ∈Ww .
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is essentially based on results of Gelfand et al. [21]. A crucial
role is played by condition (34), to which we will henceforth refer as the Gelfand–Raikov–
Shilov condition (GRS condition for short).
Now let L be a block Laurent operator with defining function 6= [fij ]mi,j=1 ∈Amw . If L
is hermitian, positive definite then
det([fij (λ)]mi,j=1) > 0, |λ| = 1.
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Hence we can apply Theorem 8.1 in [22, p. 830], to extend Theorem 3.2 to block Laurent
operators and obtain the following:
COROLLARY 3.3. Let L ∈Wmw be self-adjoint and positive definite. Assume that the
weight function w defined on Rm satisfies the GRS-condition; i.e.,
lim
n→∞
1
n
√
w(−n) = 1 and limn→∞
n
√
w(n)= 1. (38)
Then L−1 ∈Wmw and L−1/2 ∈Wmw .
It is clear that in the derivations above we can replace 1-periodic functions by α-periodic
functions (α ∈ Q). Similarly, sequences with indices in Z can be replaced by sequences
indexed by Zα (i.e., by indices of the form kα).
Now we are ready to prove a general result on the decay properties of Gabor windows g
and their duals γ and tight windows ψ .
THEOREM 3.4. (a) Let (g, a, b) generate a Gabor frame for L2(R) with ab =
p/q ∈ Q with relative prime integers p and q . Let g ∈ L1,w(R), where w satisfies the
GRS condition. Then γ ∈L1,w(R) and ψ ∈L1,w(R).
Proof. The assumption g ∈ L1,w(R) implies ∑∞k=−∞ |g(k)|w(k) < ∞ and∑∞
k=−∞ |g(k/b)|w(k/b) <∞ for b ∈N. Denote
Gkl(t)= 1
b
∞∑
r=−∞
g
(
t − ra − k
b
)
g∗
(
t − ra − l
b
)
, k, l ∈ Z. (39)
G(t) is periodic in t with period a. Since ab = p/q we also get Gkl(t) = Gk+p,l+p(t),
cf. [17, Theorem 3.2]. In words, G(t) is a block Laurent operator. The frame property
implies that G(t) is hermitian positive definite and
AI ≤G(t)≤ BI.
The submultiplicativity of the function w implies that the spaces L1,w(R), 1,w(Z),
and 1,w(Z1/b) are Banach algebras under convolution (cf. [21]). Hence {G0k(t)}k∈Z ∈
1,w(Z
m
1/b), and G(t) ∈Wmw . By Corollary 3.3
G−1(t) ∈Wmw and G−1/2(t) ∈Wmw . (40)
The dual γ can be expressed as (see, e.g., [5])
γ (t)=
∞∑
k=−∞
[G−1(t)]0,kg
(
t − k
b
)
(41)
and the tight window ψ satisfies
ψ(t)=
∞∑
k=−∞
[G−1/2(t)]0,kg
(
t − k
b
)
. (42)
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Equations (41) and (42) together with (40) and the assumption g ∈ L1,w(R) yield that
γ,ψ ∈L1,w(R).
Remark. (i) In [29] Janssen proved that a g generating a rationally over sampled frame
and satisfying the Tolimieri–Orr condition A has a dual γ satisfying condition A as well.
This is closely related but not identical to a nonweighted version of Theorem 3.4.
(ii) The idea to exploit the Laurent operator property of the Gabor frame operator
in the context of window decay has been used by Feichtinger and Gröchenig [17]
in connection with dual windows in modulation spaces with polynomial weights; see
also [23]. Theorem 3.4 provides a way to extend their results to more general weights
as well as to tight windows.
(iii) It is easy to reformulate Theorem 3.4 for windows whose decay properties are given
in the frequency domain. We leave this modification to the reader.
(iv) It is well known that Wilson bases can be constructed from twofold oversampled
tight Gabor frames [13]. In light of this fact Theorem 3.4 provides an extension of existing
results on the connection between the decay behavior of Gabor frames and Wilson bases.
Furthermore due to the connection between Gabor frames and modulated filter banks [10],
Theorem 3.4 also yields a characterization of the decay properties of paraunitary modulated
filter banks.
(v) Theorem 3.4 can be extended to higher dimensions, as well as to the general setting
of locally compact abelian groups (a special case of which is the setting 2(Z)). We do not
pursue this generalization here.
4. WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS AND TIME–FREQUENCY LOCALIZATION
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing has attracted a great deal of attention as an
efficient technology for wireless data transmission [47]. Among others it is currently used
in the European digital audio broadcasting standard [7]. In a wireline environment OFDM
is known under the name discrete multitone transmultiplexing.
The basic idea of OFDM is to divide the available spectrum into several subchannels
(subcarriers). By making all subchannels narrowband, they experience almost flat fading,
which makes equalization very simple [34]. A baseband OFDM system is schematically
represented in Fig. 1. Assuming N subcarriers, a bandwidth of W Hz, symbol length of
T seconds, and carrier separation F :=W/N , the transmitter of a general OFDM system
uses the following waveforms
ψl(t)=ψ(t)e2πit lF , k ∈ Z, l = 0, . . . ,N − 1. (43)
Assuming that an infinite sequence of data symbols {ck0, ck1, . . . , ck,N−1, }k∈Z is transmit-
ted, the output from the transmitter is
s(t)=
∞∑
k=−∞
N−1∑
l=0
ck,lψl(t − kT ). (44)
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FIG. 1. A general baseband OFDM system configuration.
The OFDM receiver consists of a matched filter bank {φl} of a structure similar to that
of the transmitter waveforms; i.e.,
φkl(t)= φ(t __ kT )e2πit lF , k ∈ Z, l = 0, . . . ,N − 1. (45)
The transmitted data are recovered via c˜kl = 〈r,φkl〉, where r = Hs + ν is the received
signal. Here H represents the time-varying channel and ν is additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN for short). In the standard OFDM setup the functions ψkl are designed to be
mutually orthogonal. In this case φ ≡ψ .
An obvious requirement for an OFDM system with perfect reconstruction is that
the ψk,l have to be linear independent (but not necessarily complete in L2(R)), which
implies T F ≥ 1. This is dual to the frame setting and filter bank setting, where
(over) completeness (but necessarily linear independence) is a requirement for perfect
reconstruction. Hence the functions ψk,l are of a type similar to that of the functions
of a Gabor frame, expect that an OFDM system corresponds to an undersampled Gabor
system.
Wireless channels introduce time dispersion as well as frequency dispersion (in addition
to the usual channel noise). The time dispersion is caused by multipath propagation and can
lead to intersymbol interference (ISI). Frequency dispersion of the mobile radio channel is
due to the Doppler effect and can cause interchannel interference (ICI). Robustness against
doubly dispersive channels can be achieved by pulse shapes with good time–frequency
localization [3, 25, 32, 33]. An optimum OFDM system in case of doubly dispersive
channels would consist of orthogonal basis functions with T F = 1, such that the ψk,l
are well localized in time and frequency. The condition T F = 1 ensures maximal spectral
efficiency of the transmission system. Unfortunately, such a system cannot exist due to the
Balian–Low theorem [12]. Thus in order to mitigate interference we give up to condition
of optimal spectral efficiency and consider the construction of OFDM systems for T F > 1.
As pointed out in [3] the duality conditions of Theorem 2.1 provide a nice connection
between OFDM systems and Gabor frames. For if (g, a, b) is a Gabor frame, then
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(ψ,T ,F ) is an OFDM system, where
ψ := S−1/2g, (46)
and T = 1/b, F = 1/a. The orthogonality of the set ψk,l follows from the fact that
(S−1/2g, a, b) generates a tight frame.
Hence it seems natural to choose a function g with good time–frequency localization
such that (g, a, b) generates a Gabor frame for L2(R). Apply the orthogonalization
procedure (46) and use the resulting pulse shape ψ = S−1/2g as OFDM pulse shape,
with the hope that ψ inherits the localization properties from g. This approach has been
considered in [3, 32] and implicitly also in [33], however, with very different conclusions.
It is stated in [32] that “such an orthogonalization of the pulses, however, is not desirable
. . . because the good time–frequency localization of the pulses is destroyed by such a
transformation.” In contrast in [3] it is claimed that the orthogonalization procedure (46) “in
practice . . . starting from a well-localized initial filter . . . yields well-localized orthogonal
filters.” But no theoretical explanation has been given in these papers to support these
claims.
So, who is right and who is wrong? The answer is: Both and nobody—it depends!
The first step toward this answer is Theorem 3.4, which gives a general condition on the
decay of g such that the orthogonalization procedure (46) yields a pulse shape ψ that is
in the same space (in the same algebra) as g, thus the quality of decay does not change.
Observe that condition (34) in Theorem 3.4 is satisfied, e.g., for w(x) = (1 + |x|)s and
w(x) = eλ|x|γ , γ < 1, but not for w(x) = eλ|x|. For a window g with exponential decay
(in time and frequency) it has been shown that ψ also has exponential decay (see [41] for
a proof for 2(Z); this result has later been extended to L2(R); cf. [5]), however, with a
smaller exponent, thus g and ψ are in general not in the same space Eλ.
Since the Gaussian is optimally localized in the time–frequency plane, in the sense that
it minimizes the uncertainty principle, it is interesting to note that for g(t) = e−πt2 the
function ψ has only exponential decay in time and frequency; cf. [5]. Thus we certainly
lose some time–frequency localization in this case, although the resulting function ψ still
has exponential decay.
Thus it seems there exists a large class of windows whose time–frequency localization
properties are not affected by applying (46). This is, however, only half of the truth, since
in the considerations above we have ignored any constants that come into play. This is
acceptable from an asymptotic analysis viewpoint, but not for applications.
Consider, for example, the following situation. Take a window g with exponential decay
in time and frequency and assume that (g,1/F,1/T ) constitutes a frame for T F > 1. Then
for any ε > 0 there exists an N such that for T >N , F >N
∥∥∥∥ g‖g‖ −
ψ
‖ψ‖
∥∥∥∥≤ ε
since (T F )γ → g for T → ∞, F → ∞ (see [19] for a mathematically precise
formulation). But of course T F  1 leads to an unacceptable large loss of spectral
efficiency for OFDM; already T F > 2 seems to be prohibitive in this context.
On the other hand, if we let T F → 1, then ψ and γ will become increasingly “ill-
localized” in the time–frequency plane (since in the limit case T F = 1 we are confronted
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with the Balian–Low theorem), although from theory we know that ψ has exponential
decay as long as T F > 1. However, as pointed out earlier, this decay involves a constant
C that depends on the ratio of the frame bounds. Since A→ 0 for T F → 1 it follows that
C→∞. Thus for applications such as OFDM the exponential-decay property of γ and ψ
quickly becomes meaningless for T F close to 1. If we choose a well-localized window,
there is a trade-off between increasing T F and increasing the frame bound ratio B/A.
Hence a correct formulation from a practical viewpoint of the two contradicting
statements above is: If g is well localized in time and frequency and if the frame bounds
satisfy B/A≈ 1, then ψ is also well localized in time and frequency.
Numerical experiments indicate that for T F = 1.3 or T F = 1.4 it is possible to
construct OFDM basis functions with good time–frequency localization, e.g., choose the
Gaussian as initial window g. A definite answer if the time–frequency properties of the
resulting OFDM basis functions obtained in that way are sufficient for practical purposes
is difficult, since it depends on the actual ISI and ICI, as well as the AWGN behavior of
the channel.
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